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Green Room Awards Ceremony
Access Guide
GETTING HERE
The Capitol Theatre is located at 113 Swanston Street, Melbourne VIC 3000. The
Capitol is opposite the Melbourne Town Hall, between Collins St and Little Collins St,
closest to the Little Collins St corner.
Google Maps link: The Capitol

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A computer screen shot of a map of Melbourne's CBD with
a red pin dropped at The Capitol and a red circle surrounding it.
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By tram
The Capitol Theatre is located at 113 Swanston Street, which is on the north bound
traffic side of the road, or the left side of the road if coming up Swanston St from
Flinders St Station.

Trams running along Swanston Street include routes 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 16, 64, 67 and 72,
from which you can connect to the train at Melbourne Central or Flinders Street.

The Theatre is also a short walk from trams running along Collins St, which include
routes 11, 12, 48 and 109.

The closest tram stops to the Capitol Theatre are:

•

Stop #11 at City Square/ Swanston St. The Theatre is located north of this
stop (or away from Flinders St Station).

•

Stop #6 at Melbourne Town Hall/ Collins St. The Theatre is located south of
this stop (or towards Flinders St Station).

Car drop-off
There is no vehicle access along Swanston St. The best spot for drop-off is at 277
Little Collins St, just before the juncture of Little Collins St and Howey Place. Please
note that Little Collins is a one-way street with traffic travelling west, or towards
Southern Cross Station.
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Parking
There are a number of accessible parking spaces located on Little Collins and
surrounding streets. Parking is also available at a number of nearby paid car parks,
including Fed Square car park, which has accessible car spaces on each level.
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VENUE ACCESS
Foyer entry by stairs
The Capitol Theatre foyer can be accessed via two sets of 20 stairs, divided by a
metal handrail. To find these stairs, turn left into The Capitol Arcade on Swanston St.
The stairs are just past Starbucks and to the right.

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of the entrance to The Capitol Arcade. There is
large print on the ground which says THE CAPITOL CENTRE and a neon sign
further into the arcade that says CAPITOL. A man is walking into the arcade.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of the stairs leading up to The Capitol Foyer
entrance. The stairs wind around a large pillar to the right of the frame. Several
people are walking through the arcade beneath a neon sign that reads, RMIT
CAPITOL.

There are handrails on either side of these stairs, with contrast strips and tactile
surface indicators at the top and bottom. At the top of the stairs are two large,
automated doors.

These doors will be kept open for the beginning and end of the event and can be
opened via push button at any other time.
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Security personnel will be standing at these doors throughout the night and are
happy to assist.

Foyer entry by lift

The Capitol Theatre foyer is accessible via lift from Capitol Arcade, which is
wheelchair accessible from either Swanston St or Howey Place.

From Swanston St
To access the lift from the Swanston St entrance, head past the staircase and
beneath the alcove. The lift is located around halfway along this arcade, between
Swanston St and Howey Place, next to a jewellery shop (Your Jeweller), and will be
clearly signed.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of the same stairs leading to the Foyer entrance
and alcove with neon signs. This image is overlaid with red text on a white text box
at the bottom that reads, LIFT ACCESS THIS WAY, and an arrow pointing through
the alcove.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of the lift doors, closed. To the left of the silver
doors is a sign that reads, RMIT University. The walls on either side of the lift are
mirrored. We can see people and a restaurant in the reflection.

From Howey Place
To access the lift from the Howey place entrance, follow the path from the curb cut to
the entrance of Capitol Arcade on your left. The lift is located around halfway along
this arcade, between Swanston St and Howey Place, next to a jewellery shop (Your
Jeweller), and will be clearly signed.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of Howey Place taken from Little Collins St. A
paved footpath, with shops lining either side. There is a red arrow pointing to the farleft corner of the path and a text box with red writing on a white background at the
bottom of the image that says, CAPITOL ARCADE ENTRANCE THIS WAY.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of the entrance from Howey Place into Capitol
Arcade. An unlit neon sign is displayed above the opening to the arcade that says,
CAPITOL. There is a red arrow pointing into the arcade with red writing on a white
text box at the bottom of this image that says, ACCESS TO LIFT THIS WAY.

The lift from ground level to the Capitol Theatre Foyer has two doors. When entering
on the ground floor, the doors to the foyer will open on the right-hand side.
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There is limited room for turning, but most mobility aids / wheelchairs will fit this
space and be able to turn right to enter the foyer.

From the Foyer
The Theatre itself can be accessed by stairs with grab rails either side, directly from
the Foyer.

The Theatre and other levels of the venue are also accessible via a separate internal
lift located up the ramp to the left side of the Foyer when exiting the lift from the
ground floor.

There is one door to enter and exit for this internal lift and enough turning room for
one mobility aid/ wheelchair at a time. There is a wall of engraved names on metallic
plaques lining this wall. Arrows directing to this lift will be displayed for this event.

Wheelchair access to the Theatre is on Level 2 (Salon) and is accessible via the lift
in the Foyer.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of a grey carpeted ramp with yellow tactile surfaces
indicators at both ends and grab rails either side, leading towards the second internal
lift. There are metal plaques covering the wall to the left of the ramp.

The internal lift is also accessible via three steps that have handrails on both sides,
contrast strips on each step and tactile surface indicators at the top and bottom of
the steps.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of three grey carpeted steps with yellow contrast
strips and tactile surface indicators at the top and bottom and grab rails either side,
leading to the internal lift.

Toilets
Wheelchair accessible bathrooms are located on the foyer level and in our allocated
Quiet Space on Level 4 (Loft). Facilities include a baby change area and doors that
can be opened automatically via a push button.

Both male and female toilets on the foyer level have one ambulant toilet with
handrails and a wider entrance to the cubicle.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of the black toilet door exteriors, taken from the
Foyer. There is a combination of grey and highly patterned orange and yellow carpet
on the floor and black / grey walls. This image is overlaid with a white box with red
text that reads, TOILETS, with a red arrow pointing towards the doors.

There are female toilets on Level 2 (Salon) with small cubicles and visually busy tile
designs. There are no grab rails in these toilets.

There are male toilets on Level 3 (Lounge) with small cubicles and visually busy tile
designs. There are no grab rails in these toilets.
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There is one wheelchair accessible bathroom connected to the Quiet Space on Level
4 (Loft). The bathroom is located down a short corridor to the left of the kitchenette
area.

Wheelchair seating
The Capitol Theatre has eight wheelchair accessible spaces, accompanied by eight
companion seats.

To reserve a wheelchair accessible seat, please contact Zoe Boesen
zoe@loom.org.au / 0402 331 448 prior to the event.

Building levels
The Capitol Theatre has four levels that are all carpeted and accessible via the
internal lift in the Foyer / Level 1.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of the internal lift with steel doors closed. To the left
of the door is signage reading, L4 LOFT, L3 LOUNGE, L2 SALON, L1 FOYER.

Level 2 (Salon) has wheelchair access to the Theatre from either side of the
auditorium. The left-hand side entrance to the theatre (by the bar) is wider and more
accessible for people using medium to large mobility aids. Level 2 (Salon) has plenty
of seating and power points available to use. Seating is either at high bar stool level
or low coffee table level.
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Level 3 (Lounge) is the mezzanine level and has no access to the Theatre itself. It
does have plenty of seating and power points available for patrons to use. This level
usually has less people in it than the Foyer and Level 2 (Salon) and can be used for
additional social distancing if needed.

Level 4 (Loft) is the designated Quiet Space for this event.

SENSORY INFORMATION
Venue design
The Capitol Theatre’s spaces feature original or restored features that are very
visually busy.

There is air conditioning / heating throughout the building that can be noisy in places.
The fridge in the Foyer bar is quite loud.

In the Foyer and on Levels 2 (Salon) and 3 (Lounge), there is carpet with busy
patterns in orange, red, green and black.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: photo of heavily patterned carpet in orange, yellow, green
and black. There are ornate pillars around the edge of this space with geometric cutout patterns.

The Foyer and Levels 2 (Salon) and 3 (Lounge) feature busy lighting design that
cannot be dimmed.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo taken in the same room as the previous image
(Level 2), with the camera tilted upwards to show the lighting. The ceiling is filled with
many light fixtures which create busy patterns in rows.
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In the theatre itself there is a busy design on the ceiling that consists of lots of
geometric and sharp shapes. There are lighting features on the roof during events
that create many shadows.

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: photo of the theatre ceiling, which houses many rows of
ornate light fixtures with geometric, sharp sculptural elements in a cream colour. We
can see a projector screen at the end of the space above the stage with the text,
RMIT CAPITOL.

Quiet Space
The designated Quiet Space is located on Level 4 (Loft) and is visually quiet with
plain white furnishings and walls, and navy carpet. Overhead lighting will be minimal
and left on the dimmest setting. A kitchenette is available for use.
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Patrons are encouraged to use the space to move around freely and make
themselves comfortable. Some venue staff might need to pass through this space,
but this will be limited.

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A photo of a room with large white tables in the centre and a
grey and white kitchenette at the opposite end of the space. The carpet and chairs
are navy coloured.
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EVENT ACCESS
Before the ceremony
The Capitol Theatre Foyer will be open to the public from 6:30pm. Staff will ask to
scan your ticket as you enter. A digital program will be available to download via QR
code. Please let staff know if you would like assistance with this.

Refreshments will be available to purchase from the bar to the left of the main doors.
The Foyer is likely to be very busy and loud during this time.

There will be a photographer in the foyer, taking photos of audience members and
nominees. They may ask to take your photo - please let them know if you do not
want this to occur.

Audience members and nominees are welcome to mingle in the foyer or head
straight into the Theatre to find a seat.

There is no allocated seating for this event. Nominees are encouraged to sit towards
the front of the audience. Other audience members may sit wherever they like.

Inside the theatre, the house lights will be at a mid-level and the ceiling will be lit in
an unchanging, low-level coloured state. There will be pre-ceremony music playing
at a low level.
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During the ceremony
The Greenroom Awards Ceremony will begin at 7pm in the Theatre and will run for
at least 3hrs. Audience members and nominees are welcome to move around the
auditorium during the ceremony, or to leave the theatre at any time.

Ceremony Running Order:
•

Welcome to Country

•

Short opera performance by Shauntai Batzke

•

Speeches

•

Award presentations for Writing, Design and Direction

•

Short dance performance by Jennifer Ma & Collaborators

•

Award presentations for Performance and Contemporary & Experimental
Performance

•

Vale presentation with slides, accompanied by singing by Shauntai Batzke

•

Award presentations for Special Achievement and Production

•

Hosts will close the show

Audio visual information
There will be no flashing lights or strobe during the ceremony and light changes will
be minimal. The house lights will remain at mid-level for the duration of the ceremony
and will dim only for performances.
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There will be black and white slides projected at the back of the stage throughout the
awards presentations with the names of nominees and award winners.

Presenters will be using a microphone that will be amplified by the theatre sound
system.

Auslan Interpretation
The awards ceremony will be live interpreted by two interpreters from Auslan Stage
Left. They will be located to the right of the stage when facing it from the audience.

Hearing Loop
The Capitol is equipped with a hearing loop throughout the building. Please contact
Zoe Boesen at zoe@loom.org.au / 0402 331 448 prior to the event if you would like
to make use of this service.

Audio Description
Audio description will be made available upon request. Please get in touch with Zoe
Boesen at zoe@loom.org.au / 0402 331 448 prior to the event if you require this
service.

Companion Cards
Companion Cards are accepted at this event. Please contact Karen Simpson at
secretary@greenroom.org.au / 0492 887 899 to book a Companion Card ticket.
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Live Streaming
This event will be live streamed, and accessible free of charge via Australian Digital
Concert Hall, via this link: Green Room Awards Ceremony Live Stream

Identifying staff
If you need help at any point during the event, you can ask any of the Green Room
Award Association staff or volunteers. Both staff and volunteers will be wearing
stickers to identify themselves. The stickers will be large, white stickers that say
STAFF in black lettering alongside the Green Room Award logo.

The sticker will look like this:

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: Black text that says STAFF on a white rectangular
background. The logo for the Green Room Awards Association, which consists of
multiple black concentric circles on white, is to the left of the text.

Access coordination for this event is being supported by Loom Arts and
Management. Zoe Boesen will be available at the event for any access support. She
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will be wearing black clothing with a STAFF sticker and a bright pink lanyard. Please
feel free to say hello!

MORE INFORMATION
If you would like any more information or support accessing this event, please
contact Zoe Boesen zoe@loom.org.au / 0402 331 448.
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